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LOGLINE

F.A.M. is a half hour drama about a black blended family trying to 
live a normal life in the all-white suburb of Atlanta, GA. The story 
covers the life of Trey, who is trying to balance his relationship 
with three women: Traci - his ex and the mother of his child, Dara 
- his new wife, and Olivia - his 15-year-old daughter who is 
struggling with her sexuality. Trey navigates the challenges of 
having a child coming out in a subculture of homophobia and 
co-parenting with a woman hellbent on destroying his marriage. 

SYNOPSIS

FAM: It doesn’t matter what it looks like, all that 
matters is that you have it.



Creator/Executive Producer, Anthony E. Williams 
- Trey
Anthony founded WMZ Entertainment as the CEO.  The 
first project of WMZ Entertainment is F.A.M. which is is 
the first TV Pilot written by Anthony.  F.A.M. has won 
12 awards including 5 best pilots and 4 best actor 
awards  3 of which  Anthony for  his role as Trey.   As 
an actor he is known for several other projects such as 
‘Honey Rise Up and Dance’ - Universal and ‘Step Up’ - 
Lionsgate and is guest starring in Nickelodeon’s ‘Young 
Dylan’ as Romeo. Since F.A.M. Anthony has written 2 
more pilots.



Producer, Kathy Sapp

Kathy is currently the executive producer of OWN’s ‘Girlfriend 
Check in’ and has produced hit shows such as Judge Faith, Judge 
Alex and America’s Money Class with Suze Orman to name a few. 
Kathy joined the F.A.M. team post production to assist with 
securing a network deal and is currently in talks with several 
studios.



Director, Kyle Romanek
Emmy Award Winning Cinematographer, Kyle Romanek, is a 
film director, cinematographer and writer. He has won two 
Emmys alongside a small film team for short films featured on 
the Oprah Winfrey Network. Kyle’s passion for film continued to 
grow while attending Full Sail University's film production 
program. Immediately after graduation Kyle was accepted into 
the Creative Minds Filmmaking Institute at the Cannes Film 
Festival. Soon after Romanek would camera assist on reality 
and scripted television on the East Coast for shows airing on 
Travel Channel, Lifetime and TLC. Inspired and motivated, Kyle 
set out to direct his first feature film based on a script of his 
own writing, "Astray". In the fall of 2016, Kyle co-hosted a 
panel at San Francisco Comic-Con about world building in low 
budget cinema focusing on his second feature film titled "Arg 
Stairs" which is currently in post-production. "Ditch the Van", 
premiering at Mountainfilm 2017, is one story of many to come 
from Malakye Films, founded by Kyle and his creative partner, 
Mallory Cunningham. They are currently in production on a 
short film titled "Simone" and also in post-production on a TV 
pilot through W.M.Z. Entertainment titled "F.A.M.".



Acacia Leigh as Olivia (Trey’s daughter)

Breana Cymone is an Atlanta Actress who holds a BA of Fine Arts 

from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  She appeared 

on several shows such as Sleepy Hollow, Survivor’s Remorse, and 

Greenleaf.

Breana Cymone as Traci (Trey’s Ex)

Acacia Leigh is an actress born and raised in Cleveland, Ohio. Acacia 

graduated from Ohio Dominican University in 2014 with a BA in 

psychology and communications.  After moving to Atlanta, GA to 

pursue her acting career she decided to  travel to Los Angeles where 

she attended the Groundlings, and studied Meisner at the 

Baron/Brown Studio.  Acacia has won ‘Best Actress’ at the Southern 

Shorts Awards for her role as Olivia and is known for projects such 

as “The Quad” and “Ambitions.”



Moses Jones as Chris (Trey’s Best Friend)
Moses Jones, a native of Indianapolis, IN, has been pursuing the 

craft of Acting in Atlanta, GA for over 5 years. . Moses appeared on 

TV in projects  like "Snowfall" “The Bobby Brown Story”  and 

"Atlanta".  He also had roles in the major Motion Pictures 

"Barbershop 3" and upcoming films such as Tyler Perry's 

"Acrimony", “The Hate You Give” and “Night School” with Kevin 

Hart..

Candace West, was born and raised in Atlanta, GA and found her 

passion for acting in theatre throughout grade school.  After 

playing soccer at Vanderbilt University and professionally, she has 

returned to her love of acting. Recently she has been on several 

projects such as ‘Nashville”, “The Have and the Have Nots’, ‘The 

Resident’, ‘Nobody’s fool to name a few.

Candace West as Dara (Wife)
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